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New ADHD
drug set to
Madness
hit market

CARLA MANCEBO
STAFF WRITER

The Food and Drug Administration approved a new drug to treat attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, or ADHD, last month,
according to the federal agency.
Vyvanse, unlike older amphetamine-based
medications to treat ADHD, will remain dormant until it is swallowed and broken down in
the digestive tract, making it difficult to abuse,
according to the manufacturer’s Web site.
“I don’t think students are lying or abusing
these drugs,” Wiggsy Sivertsen said, director
of counseling services. “I do know on campus, for instance, students will share it with
their friends without thinking of the consequences.”
see DRUG, page 8

ADHD facts

3
4.4 million

The age a child can begin taking Adderall

Percent of children with ADHD who will need
to take medication into adulthood

50

Tourney
time

The men’s and women’s basketball teams play today in
the first round of the 2007
Western Athletic Conference
Tournament in Las Cruces,
N.M. Both ranked No. 8 of
nine teams and facing the
University of Idaho in their
opening-round games — the
men’s team (5-24, 4-12 WAC)
and women’s team (4-26,
4-12 WAC) hope to reconcile
their losing records.

LUKE STANGEL
STAFF WRITER

A computer consultant at San Jose State
University has filed a racial discrimination
lawsuit against the school, claiming the former dean of the College of Business called
him a racial slur and a former supervisor
banned him from speaking Chinese while
at work.
The school is facing a second, unrelated
discrimination lawsuit filed by the former associate director of Academic Services. Both
cases will appear in court today. The cases
may go to trial in the future.
Computer consultant Xhi-Xue Xu, 60, alleges the supervisors at the College of Business discriminated against him because he
doesn’t speak English fluently and is too old
to do his job effectively.
Xu was hired at SJSU in August 1998 as
the director of Computer Services at the College of Business. As director, he oversaw the
renovation of two buildings on campus and
received “outstanding” employee evaluations,
he said in an interview Monday.
In 2003, there was a change in management at the College of Business, and Xu
found himself receiving poor employee evaluations from his new supervisors.
see LAWSUIT, page 7
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CFA talks cause worry over fee hike
whether or not they would accept
a favorable contract from the CSU
while at the same time letting the
CSU raise student fees.
“That’s a tough one,” said Liz
Cara, the San Jose State University
CFA president and an associate professor of occupational therapy. “We
feel like we’re kind of tied in with the
students in a way and we’ve really
been supportive of holding the line
on fee increases. It seems to me that
we would have to think really hard
about that.”

MITCHELL ALAN PARKER
STAFF WRITER

*Courtesy of the National Institute of Mental Health, centers for disease control and prevention

Former employee
sues over termination

NICK VERONIN

Right: Alisha Hicks gets ready to pass the ball at
Friday’s basketball game.

Number of children aged four to 17 have
been diagnosed with ADHD

Lawsuit filed
against SJSU

State bill
would add
oversight to
CSU board

During the past 22 months, dozens of students have rallied behind
the California Faculty Association in
support of a fair wage contract for
the roughly 23,000 professors, librarians, counselors and coaches in the
23-campus California State University system.
Recently, some California Faculty
Association members were asked
Percent student fees
would increase by
2010 if legislation is
passed

30

96
Percent
student fees
have increased
since 2002

Percent of general
salary increase for
faculty since 2002

3.5

Some students are also taking this
issue into careful consideration.
“I agree that the teachers should
be paid more,” said Melissa Alfaro,
a senior majoring in accounting.
“They should have our interests in
mind also. As students we have a lot
of fees to pay and it’s been increasing a lot. I personally don’t want to
pay a higher fee to attend, but if I
did and I knew it was going to benefit
the teachers, I wouldn’t feel as upset

$55,000
Roughly the amount an average assistant professor in CSU
was paid in 2004-05

see FEES, page 7
Percent of CSU Chancellor and 23 presidents’
salaries have increased
since 2002

23

Student fee increase facts by the numbers

Two state lawmakers introduced a bill on Feb.
23 aimed at stopping the CSU board of trustees
from striking secret deals with top California State
University executives.
The proposal, authored by Los Angeles County
Assemblymembers Anthony Portantino, D-La
Cañada Flintridge, and Julia Brownley, D-Santa
Monica, is intended to combat the practice of
awarding compensation packages to top CSU executives behind closed doors.
The packages were called “clearly excessive” by
Portantino in an official press release from his office.
In the same press release, Brownley said “a
handful of top administrators are receiving record
raises at the same time that faculty are struggling to
negotiate fair contracts and students are being hit
with tuition increases.”
Zachary Mwei, a junior majoring in chemical
engineering, said he thinks mandating the CSU
board to hold open meetings is a good thing.
He said it is unfair for the CSU board to make
decisions about executive compensation without
consulting the taxpayers.
“The public needs to have some input and a way
of evaluating what the directors are doing, and see
if their salary is justified,” Mwei said.
According to Eduardo Martinez, a spokesman
for Portantino, the bill would require the CSU
board of trustees to approve all executive contracts
in public sessions.
By requiring the board to reveal all benefits top
CSU executives are receiving, instead of just the
housing and salary portion of compensation packages as is currently done, Martinez said the bill would
make the board more accountable for its actions.
The bill would also add two legislature-appointed members to the CSU board of trustees, Martinez said, increasing the number from 16 to 18.
Currently all members of the Board are chosen by
the governor.
This would bring more oversight to the board, he
said. In addition, Martinez said the bill provides that
the California Postsecondary Education Commission
see BILL, page 8

*Information obtained from the CSU and the California Faculty Association Web sites.

Some question effects of podcasting classes
MARK POWELL
STAFF WRITER
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Apple and San Jose State University are teaming up this
semester to provide a series of workshops to teach SJSU
professors how to create visual and audio content online for
students, an Apple official said.
According to Dane Riley, Apple higher education system engineer, SJSU will use a program called “iTunes U”
to record class lectures and general information about the
university to be made available online to faculty, staff, students and alumni.
“Instead of concentrating on taking class notes
and not missing writing down an important
item in class,” Riley said, “students will
become more engaged in the conversation because they know after the class
they can listen to the lecture again and
take notes then.”
“How to Podcast a Lecture” was facilitated by Associate Professor of Physics Peter

Beyersdorf on Feb. 19 at the Instructional Resource Center
and Riley led a seminar called “Podcast Creation” on Feb.
24.
“For class lectures,” Riley said, “if the professor chooses
to do so, they can make the classes authenticated so that
only the students enrolled in the classes have access to the
lectures.”
Josh Heger, a junior majoring in justice studies, said that
if all his class lectures were available as online podcasts, he
may be likely to attend class less often.
“I would probably only go to office hours if I had questions,” Heger said.
Riley said that most teachers are weary of allowing students the ability to solely listen to podcasts for lecture purposes, but said that the system should show good results for
students.
“Often the initial response from professors is that will
allow students to skip class and listen to the lecture later,”
Riley said. “In fact, students are more engaged and have
better retention because they can listen to the lectures.”
see PODCAST, page 7
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QUOTE OF THE DAY:

Be modest! It is the kind of pride least likely to offend.
— Jules Renard

TUESDAY
MARCH 6, 2007

YOU WRITE LIKE A GIRL:

Sorority supposedly kicks girls out for not being sexually appealing
We must stop it now — before it claims another
victim.
Before another innocent girl is discriminated
against in the worst of ways.
“Pretty profiling” must end today.
I was battling back and forth on the topic of my
column the last few days.
Wondering if I could really go on for 800 words
on how much I hate Ryan Seacrest and the fact that I
press mute every time he speaks (turns out I can, and
for 1,200 words), or crazy Anna Nicole’s uber-ridiculous spectacle of a funeral (1,400 words) or the fact
that Jesus and his relatives were found by movie director James Cameron (three words, “get a life”).
My decision came much easier than projected.
On Feb. 25th, The New York Times broke the story
of 23 sorority girls from DePauw University in Indiana who were “placed on alumni status” at Delta Zeta
sorority for what one ex-sorority girl described as “not
being pretty enough.”
One week later, I happened upon the most supportive, brilliant piece of anecdotal evidence imaginable.
I walked into a true to life, San Jose State University version of “Mean Girls.”
The conversation is verbatim but the defendants
will remain anonymous, in stipulation of some sort of
horrible consequence — like banishment from watch-

ing “The Hills” for a month.
I know, I am glad I didn’t say your name either.
***
It was 11:50 a.m. and I was hustling to get back
to savor my lunch of leftover Campbell’s chicken noodle soup. I get
stuck behind four girls (plastics),
their arms interlocked, all dressed in
an anonymous grouping of Greek
letters across their chests, purses and
binders.
My annoyance built because of
their slow walking and kung fu-like
LINDSAY BRYANT
ability to counter my attempts at
passing them.
I relented and walked through the lawn.
Across the sidewalk, another plastic bounced to
class in her short jean skirt and Greek sweatshirt.
The Mean Girls smile and wave to the lone girl,
gushing, “Hey lil’!”
(Lil’ refers to a girls’ “little sister” in the sorority
house. Not to be confused with the actual size of said
sorority girls.)
Just as I sneak attack my way back onto the sidewalk and out of the path of being stabbed by their

pointy heels, I arrive to my case in point.
“That’s embarrassing. (Lil’ sis name)’s gained at
least 20 pounds.”
Laughter.
“And what the (expletive) was she wearing?”
More laughter.

“It is a flash back of the pretty-contest from
junior high and high school.”
Surprised?
Neither am I.
And sure the case of girls being kicked out of the
Delta Zeta sorority happened in Indiana. But F.Y.I.
big bros and lil’ sis’s it can happen to you too.
It is a flash back of the pretty-contest from junior
high and high school.
You make the mistake of taking the Event Center
to Student Union route and now without even knowing what happened, you enter a meat market.
The sorority girls size you up, doing the painful
scan from your Converse shoes to your bed-head, as
you just try to bypass them to get to Sbarro.
They smile, holding their clipboards and pink fliers

for the weekend’s event and when Plain Jane walks by
suddenly their Sidekick “alerts” them of a text message.
Don’t think we don’t know the game girls.
The next day you woke up early, took a shower, put
on a little mascara and voila! Plain Jane is now Foxy
Roxy and you get stopped and invited to the Friday’s
toga party.
It’s happened to me and it can happen to you.
Without “ESPN or something,” the sorority girls can’t
see my sparkling personality. So what exactly are they
looking for that makes them stop one girl over another?
In Indiana, the girls were told they had not met the
sorority’s recruiting quota and in turn were asked to
amp up the sexuality and to “be more sexually appealing, make the guys want you.”
DePauw senior Rachel Pappas, who was not asked
to leave the sorority but quit anyway, told CNN, “Image is the be-all and end-all of everything and sorority
life is just where it happens the most.”
The Mean Girls of SJSU may be few and far between and thankfully we are only subjected to the almost unmanageable stress and trauma of “pretty-profiling” most thoroughly in the first week of school.
Luckily, image isn’t everything.
Lindsay Bryant is the Spartan Daily sports editor. “You
Write Like A Girl” appears every Tuesday.

GUEST COLUMN:

SPARTA GUIDE

Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
Guide information online. Visit our Web site at
www.thespartandaily.com. You may also submit information in writing to DBH 209.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is
noon, three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may require editing of
submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

Today
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
The SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry will be
holding a “Hour of Power — Rosary Prayer Night,”
at 8 p.m. in the SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Center. For more information, contact Kay Polintan
at (408) 938-1610.
The Listening Hour Concert Series
The School of Music and Dance present live
music with The 186 Jazz Combo from 12:30 to
1:15 p.m. in the Music Building Concert Hall. For
more information, contact Joan Stubbe at
(408) 924-4649.
Empowerment & Unlocking The Human Potential
Join the Soka Lions — Buddhist For Peace in a
dialogue with Tommie Smith, 1968 Mexico
Olympics gold medalist and educator. The event
will take place from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the
Engineering building, room 189. For more
information, call (510) 701-3798.
Tuesday Night Lecture Series
Join the School of Art and Design with a lecture
from Robert Hirsch — World In A Jar: War and
Trauma from 5 to 6 p.m. in the Art building, room
133. For more information, contact Jo Farb
Hernandez at (408) 924-4328.
Wednesday
FMA Meeting
The Financial Management Association is having
a meeting with National Semiconductor on
Project Finance — from planning to product launch.
The meeting will be from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the
Boccardo Business Complex, room 004. For more
information, e-mail publicity.fma@gmail.com.
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Catholic and Feminist Mass
All are welcome to the Catholic and
Feminist Mass held by Dr. Victoria Rue, a Roman
Catholic woman priest in the Spartan Memorial
Chapel at 12 p.m. For more information, contact
Victoria Rue at Victoria@victoriarue.com.
Women’s Weekly Discussion Group
Counseling Services is holding its Women’s
Weekly Discussion Group from 1 to 2 p.m. in the
Administration building, room 201. For more
information, contact Beverly Floresca at
(408) 924-5910.
PreMed Club Meeting
The PreMed Club will be having a meeting with
a representative from the Peace Corp. at 1:30 p.m.
in Duncan Hall, room 505. For more information,
e-mail sjsu_premed_club@yahoo.com.
Men’s Weekly Discussion Group
Counseling Services is holding it’s Men’s Weekly
Discussion Group from 3 to 4:20 p.m. in the
Administration Building, room 201. For more
information, contact Kell Fujimoto at
(408) 924-5910.
QTIP
The Queers Thoughtfully Interrupting Prejudice
will be holding its general meeting from 5:30 to 6:30
p.m. in the Student Union Almaden room. For more
information, e-mail mastavic@mastavic.com.
Thursday
Acts 2 Christian Fellowship
Acts 2 Christian Fellowship has weekly Bible
Studies at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union
Guadalupe room. For more information, contact
Justin Foon at (415) 786-9873 or
jfoon1@yahoo.com.
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Bliss and privacy in the restroom?
Last week I was sitting in the newsroom, thinking of what I could possibly write about, and then
suddenly, this urgent feeling struck me as heavily as
showing up to class without knowing there was an
exam.
I couldn’t think of anything else other than getting
up to leave.
I casually stood up and walked across the newsroom as incognito as possible. The
sweat was starting to bead on my
forehead as I briskly cruised down
the stairs to get to my destination.
This was an urge I couldn’t possibly deny.
Everyone’s been there before
— we decided to have a late night
run to La Victoria or Jack In The
ANDY CHU
Box the night before and now we’re
paying for it.
This was an emergency and I was fully committed,
there was no turning back.
As I was nearing the door to the sole bathroom in
Dwight Bentel Hall my only thoughts were of a swift
and peaceful exit free of complications.
With a high volume of traffic in most of the buildings on campus, timing and location are key elements
that can turn a tranquil atmosphere upside down.
We’re not as fortunate as the faculty.
I see them in the hallways when they unlock those
unmarked doors that are awkwardly spaced in between the classrooms. They take a quick glance left
and right to see if anyone is watching them enter their
secret bathroom — but the truth is we know.
So I swung the door open to the bathroom praying
that no one else was occupying the public space for
my private deed. If I was in good fortune even the
handicap stall would be unoccupied — please forgive
me if this is a sin.
If perfectly executed, my task would be quick,
clean and most importantly, a private affair as if it
never happened.
I had all the sanitary precautions in place, a triple
layer of toilet paper on the seat since the bathroom
didn’t have disposable seat covers and an anti-splash
layer of toilet paper to soften the impact.
The key is to be quick even in gathering the toilet
paper from those awkwardly designed dispensers.
The worst thing that could have happened to me
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“Everyone has to take care of their
business and sometimes it will have to
take place in a public bathroom.”
It was an awkward moment because he was aware
of my presence as well. It was a stalemate of throat
clearing and pseudo-coughs, praying for someone
else to walk in to even the kilter with a toilet flush or
even the water faucet.
At that moment I buried my head into my hands
and at that level of view I noticed some messages inscribed on the stall wall underneath the toilet paper
dispenser.
I cannot disclose any of the messages due to obscenities, so you’ll have to check it out yourself.
But after reading those messages, a quick thought
came into my head. I thought to myself, “Hey, we’re
all adults now and we don’t have to go through this.”
Everyone has to take care of their business and
sometimes it will have to take place in a public bathroom. Like in all cases privacy isn’t guaranteed so
don’t spoil your party with expectations.
It’s a perfectly natural process and insecurity just
puts more pressure on people, literally.
Like I said to the guy that I shared an experience
with, “Just let it go,” because we all have to do this
— even the girls.
Look on the bright side, if you happen to clog the
toilet it’s not your problem, you can just walk away
mission accomplished.

Andy Chu is a Spartan Daily staff writer. Guest columns
appear every Tuesday and Wednesday.

O P I N I O N PA G E P O L I C Y
Readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a letter
to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an
issue or a point of view that has appeared in
the Spartan Daily.
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was the door to swing open.
It did at that moment my only thoughts were that I
hoped this individual was just visiting to make a quick
deposit in the urinal, or maybe he just needs to blow
his nose or maybe he won’t wash his hands.
But my fortune turned ugly, he decided to occupy
the stall directly next to mine. I thought to myself,
“Great, why didn’t he choose the stall on the other
side, now I can only stare at this guy’s shoes until he
leaves.”

408.924.3270
The Spartan Daily is a Public Forum

Only letters between 200 to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions must
contain the author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3282, e-mail at spartandaily@
casa.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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WOMEN’S GOLF TEAM COMPETES AT HOME COURSE:

After two rounds in the Spartan Invitational at the Almaden Country Club, the
Spartans lead by 11 strokes over 14 other teams. Final round play will
continue today at 9 a.m.
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Spartans win Saturday thriller, drop game two 15-3
SJSU split ‘Rivalry Series’ against Santa Clara University, sending game one to 11 innings
MARK POWELL
STAFF WRITER

Senior Howard Sanders’ tworun home run wasn’t enough to
spark a late rally for the San Jose
State University baseball team as
SJSU lost Sunday to rival Santa
Clara University 15-3.
The loss came one day after a
dramatic 7-5 victory in 11 innings
for the Spartans (10-5) over the
Broncos (10-10) on Saturday.
“It was definitely bittersweet,”
Sanders said about his home run
in Sunday’s losing effort. “We lost
pretty bad, so it’s a bummer.”
SCU bolted to a 6-0 lead in the
first inning against SJSU pitcher Spencer Snodgrass who was
relieved after retiring only two
opposing hitters.
Following a strikeout of Bronco
third baseman David Hoffmire,
the next six batters Snodgrass
faced would score.
All six runners who crossed the
plate were not charged to Snodgrass’ earned run average, however, because the runs came after
an error by Spartan shortstop John
Shaffer.
“This is a pretty resilient team,
so I think we’ll be able to bounce
back,” first baseman Sanders said.
“We’re going to have to put in a
little work this week.”
While SJSU used seven different pitchers in the defeat, SCU
was led by freshman thrower Nate
Garcia, who gave up three hits
and one run over six innings on
the mound.
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Marcus McKimmy, a junior infielder, is forced out when he slides toward second base during Sunday’s
game against Santa Clara University.

All nine Bronco starting batters recorded at least one hit in the game,
and the eighth inning was the only
one in which SCU did not reach
base.
For the Spartans, designated hitter Ryan Angel, right fielder Donato
Giovanatto and second baseman
Marcus McKimmy were the lone
starters to record base hits.
Freshman first baseman Kyle
Bellows had his five-game hitting
streak snapped just one week after being named Western Athletic Conference “Hitter of the
Week.”

SJSU beats SCU in wild
Saturday game in
extra innings
Giovanatto’s
ninth-inning,
game-tying home run propelled
the Spartans to a 7-5 win in 11 innings over the Broncos on Saturday at Stephen Schott Stadium in
Santa Clara.
With SJSU trailing SCU
4-3 with two outs in the ninth, the
senior right fielder smashed Jeff
Lombard’s third pitch over the left
field fence, sending the game to extra innings.
“That’s what extra-base hitters

N. Arizona too much for SJSU
SJSU women’s tennis team ‘ran into a buzz saw’
Sunday, couldn’t close out matches in 5-2 loss

do,” said Spartan head coach Sam
Piraro. “They hit a mistake, and it
was a four-base mistake.”
The game was far from over once
it reached extra innings, however.
The Spartans took a 5-4 lead
in the top of the 10th inning on
Bellows’ RBI single. However, the
Broncos would tie the score in the
bottom of the inning on a double
by first baseman Gabe Alcantar, which scored third baseman
Hoffmire for SCU.
SJSU answered in the 11th
inning when second baseman Marcus McKimmy crossed home plate

on a pass ball error by SCU catcher
Carl Bacon, making the score 6-5.
The Spartans would extend their
lead to 7-5 when an error by Bronco shortstop Brady Fuerst allowed
Spartan center fielder Chris Balatico to score the game’s final run.
“It’s a credit to our guys for not
giving up late in the game,” Piraro
said. “We like to think that we’re
never out of a game.”
Bellows extended his hitting
streak to five games with three hits
in seven at-bats for the Spartans.
“I could feel the tension when
I came to the ballpark,” Bellows
said, “but I’m just glad we came
out on top.”
The Spartans held a 3-1 lead
until the bottom of the sixth inning when the Broncos took a 4-3
advantage on RBI hits by Bacon
and designated hitter Ryan Conan.
The SCU bullpen would hold
SJSU scoreless from there until
Giovanatto’s home run off reliever
Lombard in the ninth.
“Their bullpen’s great,” Piraro
said. “Lombard and Kalush have
been flat out un-hittable. If you look
at the statistics, it’s ridiculous.”
Two key defensive plays by
SJSU kept the game as close as
it was.
With SCU runners on first
and second base and one out in
the fourth inning, Bacon flew out
deep to SJSU’s Balatico. The center fielder hurled the ball into the
infield to shortstop Shaffer who
threw the ball to first base in an
attempt to turn a double play
on SCU runner Conan. Conan
returned safely, but Alcantar attempted to move from second to
third on Balatico’s toss and was

thrown out by Spartan first baseman Bellows.
“We just came out on top because we wanted it more and we
just played tougher than they did
today,” Bellows said.

“This is a pretty resilient
team, so I think weʼll be
able to bounce back. Weʼre
going to have to put in a
little work this week.”
-Howard Sanders,
SJSU ﬁrst baseman

The second defensive gem by
the Spartans occurred in the bottom of the seventh inning, when senior Aaron Loewenthal came into
the game as a defensive replacement for left fielder Greg Fyfe.
With SCU leading 4-3, Hoffmire
attempted to send second baseman Kevin Drever home with a
base hit to left field. Loewenthal
fielded the well-struck single and,
in one motion, fired to the ball to
home plate to nab Drever to end
the inning.
Clutch defensive play kept
SJSU in the game despite some
missed opportunities on the offensive side, Piraro said.
“We felt we should have scored
more,” he said. “But, nevertheless
we did enough to win the game
and that’s the important thing.”
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Candidate Forum
Student Union Amphitheater
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Amber Silverstone gets ready to hit the ball at Sunday’s game against Northern Arizona University.
CARLOS MILITANTE
STAFF WRITER

The San Jose State University
women’s tennis team matched the
intensity of the Northern Arizona
University Lumberjacks on Sunday, but fell short losing 5-2.
“Everyone had a close match
that could’ve gone either way,” said
junior co-captain Ashley Tavita.
Coming off a loss to Sacramento State University, Northern
Arizona came out as the hungrier
team, showing lots of emotion in
all matches against SJSU, said assistant coach Byron Nepomuceno.
“We just ran into a buzz saw
today,” Nepomuceno said. “Our
girls played real well, but unfortunately they played a little bit better than us.”
The Spartans lost four of the six
singles matches.
Tavita won her singles match
6-2, 6-4, causing her opponent Northern Arizona’s Patrice

Biemold to launch a tennis ball out
of the Spartan Courts in frustration.
“I’ve never seen her play before
so I had no strategy going into
the match,” Tavita said. “I didn’t
change anything, I just played my
game.”
After dropping the first set 6-4
to Northern Arizona’s Paij Porter,
sophomore Silvana Dukic staged
an inspiring comeback after being
down 4-1 in the second set, but fell
short losing the set 6-4.
“I started to get a better feel for
where I should place the ball in
the second set,” Dukic said. “But
all the little points that I needed to
win I didn’t get.”
Sophomore co-captain Amber Silverstone was up 5-1 in
the second set against Northern
Arizona’s Katie Schurr and seemingly in position to force a third
set. Schurr staged a furious rally,
taking the set 6-5 and winning the
match 6-4, 6-5.
Sophomore Sanda Hadzisabic

lost her match 6-0, 6-3 and junior
Dana Popescu lost her match 6-2,
6-0.
SJSU’s top doubles tandem,
Tavita and sophomore co-captain
Amber Silverstone, were victorious
in their doubles match 8-4.
The Spartans’ other two doubles
teams, Koenigsfeld and senior Rokie
Larijani; and Popescu and Dukic
were defeated, resulting in the Spartans losing the doubles point.
“Our girls can’t hang their heads
with this loss,” Nepomuceno said.
“We’ll just take it as motivation for
our next match.”
Before Sunday’s match, SJSU
lost to rival Santa Clara University
7-0 on Mar. 1
The loss to Northern Arizona
was the Spartans second-straight
loss overall, and their first at
home.
The Spartans record drops to
2-5.
Next up, SJSU will host Sonoma State University on Mar. 7
at 2 p.m. at the Spartan Courts.

Mon March 12th (12-1pm)
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MEN’S BASKETBALL WINS FINAL GAME AT HOME:

On Senior Night the Spartans beat the University of Idaho 62-57, just 72 hours
before they will face Idaho again today in the WAC tournament. SJSU senior
guard Carlton Spencer finished with a season-high 26 points.
COURTESY OF WACSPORTS.COM

WESTERN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT COMMENTARY:

WAC basketball tourney bounces into action
ERIC ZIMMERLING
STAFF WRITER

The San Jose State University
Spartans have stayed competitive
all season behind strong senior
leadership from 6-foot-10 center Menelik Barbary and 6-foot-2
guard Carlton Spencer.
Spencer leads the Spartans in
scoring at 13.3 points per game after missing the first 10 games due
to academic ineligibility. Spencer
also leads the team in assists and
steals and is the proven leader of
the Spartans on and off the court.
If the game is tied in the closing
seconds, the Spartans want the ball
in the hands of Spencer.
Barbary is the most consistent
post player for the Spartans, averaging 12.3 points per game while
ripping down 6.2 rebounds, recording a pair of double-doubles
on the season.
Barbary and Spencer have combined to lead the team in scoring in
19 of the Spartans 28 games this
season.
The Spartans’ lopsided schedule of 17 away games compared to
11 home games has had a significant impact on their season.
The Spartans have played
11 home games, with a 4-7 record
in those games while recording wins
over Louisiana Tech University,
Fresno State University, the University of Idaho and a 17-point blowout
win over Cal Poly San Louis Obispo.
SJSU also had a pair of tough
one-point losses to WAC members
Boise State University and Utah
State University.
The Spartans have a recorded

only one win in its 17 away games
but have stayed competitive on
the road.
The Spartans were defeated by
six at New Mexico State University,
clipped by three at Fresno State, lost
by eight to the highly ranked University of Nevada Wolf Pak and
hung tough in Raleigh where they
faced the perennially powerhouse
Blue Devils of Duke University.
Head coach George Nessman
said he is excited about where his
team is and where the program is
headed despite having an unfavorable record.
“I really feel that we are just
growing, growing and growing,”
Nessman said. “We haven’t grown
to where we need to be, but we
keep making strides that are indications of good growth not only in
terms of this season, but also especially in terms of our program and
we feel good about that.”
Five-foot-11 guard Jamon Hill
started all 28 games for the Spartans this season. Hill ranks second
on the team in 3-pointers made
with 33 and second in steals with
32 for the Spartans.
Senior guard Julian Richardson is hoping to provide a spark
as the first guard off the bench.
Richardson averages 5.4 points,
2.4 rebounds and 1.8 assists per
game while recording 16 threepointers on the season.
Freshmen guard Kevin Buggs is
the starting point guard and provides a lot of energy for the Spartans. Buggs ranks second on the
team in three-point percentage at
35 percent.
The big men for the Spartans
are athletic and very versatile which

gives opponents trouble in the post
and outside the key as well.
Lance Holloway starts for the
Spartans at power forward averaging 3.3 points and 4.0 rebounds
a game, and ranks second on the
team with 23 blocks. The 6-foot8-inch junior and former walk-on
uses his length and athleticism to
alter shots in the key and provide
second chance opportunities with
his offensive rebounding.
Arizona State University transfer
Tim Pierce provided an inside-outside game despite battling various
injuries all season. The 6-foot-8
sophomore forward is averaging
8.9 points and 3.4 rebounds per
game while leading the team in
3-point field goals made with 40.
Pierce has led the team in scoring seven times this season including 18 against UC Santa Barbara,
23 against the Broncos at Santa
Clara and 20 in an eight-point loss
at Nevada.
Sophomore forward Devonte
Thomas uses his stocky frame
to bang underneath and provide an inside presence. The
6-foot-4 forward has also battled injuries this season but has played in
21 games and is averaging 4.7 points
and 3.5 rebounds per game.
The Spartans’ improvement can
be seen on the defensive side of the
ball where they are averaging nearly eight steals per game over its last
10 games compared to their season
average of 5.9 steals per game.
The Spartans look to take that
improved defense and high confidence with them as they stride
into the WAC Tournament to
face the University of Idaho in
Las Cruces, N.M.

PHOTO BY STEPHANIA BEDNAR / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Carlton Spencer, a senior guard for San Jose State University, runs toward the basket as Michael
Crowell, a junior from the University of Idaho, defends.
#1 Nevada

#8 San Jose State
Game 1
First Round
March 8
7:30

Game 2
Quarterfinal #1
March 8
12:00

Winner Game 2

Winner Game 4

Game 4
Quarterfinal
March 8
6:00

#6 Boise State
Game 6
Semifinal #1
March 9
6:00

WAC Champion

Game 7
Semifinal #2
March 9
8:30

Winner Game 6

#4 Utah State
Game 3
Quarterfinal #2
March 8
2:30

#3 Fresno State

Winner Game 7

Winner Game 1

#9 Idaho

Game 8
Championship
March 10
7:00
ESPN 2

Winner Game 3

#2 New Mexico State
Winner Game 5

#5 Hawai’i

Game 6
Quarterfinal
March 8
8:30

#7 Louisiana Tech

WESTERN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT COMMENTARY:

The slate is wiped clean
Women’s basketball team to play first
round game today against No. 9 Idaho
#1 Boise State

#8 San Jose State
Game 1
First Round
March 6
5:00

Game 3
Quarterfinal #2
March 7
2:30

Winner Game 2

Winner Game 4

Game 4
Quarterfinal
March 7
6:00

#7 New Mexico State
Game 6
Semifinal #1
March 9
12:00

WAC Champion

Game 7
Semifinal #2
March 9
2:30

Winner Game 6

#4 Fresno State
Game 2
Quarterfinal #1
March 7
12:00

#2 Louisiana Tech

Winner Game 7

Winner Game 1

#9 Idaho

Game 8
Championship
March 10
1:00
CSTV

Winner Game 3

#5 Hawai’i

DAVID ZUGNONI
STAFF WRITER

It’s March. Basketball fans
know this is the time of the year
when anything can happen.
But what is anything?
This year, anything could be the
4-26 San Jose State University
women’s basketball team winning
four straight games and the Western
Athletic Conference tournament.
SJSU will test the concept of
anything this week, entering the
tournament as the littlest dog in the
fight, bringing along a 3-13 WAC
record, which is tied for last place
with the University of Idaho.
SJSU and Idaho will play in the
opening game of the tournament
today at the Pan American Center
in Las Cruces, N.M., with the winner moving on to face first-place
Boise State University and the
loser flying home.
The face-off between the Spartans and the Vandals of Idaho will
be a rematch of Saturday’s final
regular season game, in which the
Vandals edged the Spartans 69-66
at Idaho.
Here is where anything comes

#3 Nevada
Winner Game 5

Game 6
Quarterfinal
March 7
8:30

#6 Utah State

into play.
Anything doesn’t happen randomly. There are ingredients that go into
anything every time it happens.
One ingredient could be the
Spartans having momentum on
their side, despite going 0-2 against
the Vandals this season.
SJSU nearly came back from
a 15-point halftime deficit in Saturday’s game, outscoring Idaho
43-31 in the second half.
It may have taken the Spartans
a game and a half to find a Vandals
weakness that they can exploit, but
now they can exploit it right from
the beginning of today’s rematch.
Another ingredient to anything
could be a player having an off
night, thus getting less attention
from the opposing team, but then
putting together a standout performance.
Such might be the case with
sophomore guard Natalie White,
who averages 11.6 points per game
but scored only five on 2-11 shooting in 15 minutes Saturday. White
will surprise Idaho if she plays her
usual 25-plus minutes and scores
like she has shown she can.
Anything can also happen when
a player drops off the map.

On Feb. 1, SJSU left Idaho
guard Charlotte Otero open, letting her shoot a dismal 2-11 from
the floor, 0-6 from behind the arc
and record just five points.
However, Idaho got a rare
boost from Otero Saturday when
she scored 14 points on 5-10
shooting and 2-4 from the threepoint line.
In light of Otero’s recent performance, SJSU will be more
likely to keep a hand in her face,
making it hard for her to make
the kind of contribution she made
Saturday and force other Idaho
players to pick up the slack.
And believe or not, anything
often happens when a team just
plays tough defense.
If anything will happen today,
SJSU centers Amber Hall, Jaime
Hall and Kalia Williams will have
to limit Idaho center Katie Madison, who scored 20 and 24 points
in two games against SJSU.
The Spartans, who won three of
their last 10 games after starting the
season with 12 straight losses, definitely have reason to believe they
can make anything happen this year.
If not, then there’s always next
year.
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The Used gives ‘Berth’ to a new album
STAFF WRITER

Fans of The Used will appreciate the
raw power and emotion delivered in the
band’s February release “Berth.”
The compact disc/DVD includes nine
live tracks and two and a half hours of video
footage. The Used’s multi-disk release will
place the listener in the front row of their
chaotic September 2005 concert in Vancouver, British Columbia and provide a sneak
peak into the lives of rock stars.
There is so much energy packed into
the 37-minute CD. I can only imagine
how the fans trapped in the mosh pit at
the concert must have felt.
Lead singer Bert McCracken demonstrates his vocal range throughout the entire CD, screaming at the top of his lungs
on tracks such as “I’m a Fake,” yet carrying a melodic and soothing tune in “Blue
and Yellow.”

CD

review

The album’s musical rollercoaster begins with a definite highlight. “Take it
Away” leads directly into “Listening,”
two heavy songs in which guitarist Quinn
Allman and bassist Jeph “Jepha” Howard
shred away on their instruments, creating
a fury of sound.
There is a pleasant chemistry between
the band members. The instrumental
components accompany the anger and
frustrations of McCracken, as if they

were meant to be together.
As I listened to the CD in my car, the
aggressive drumming added to the
frenetic fast-paced tempo, causing
my adrenaline to pump and I could
feel my foot press down on the accelerator. I found myself using
the steering wheel as a drum.
I had to laugh a little while
listening because the CD includes all the clichés commonly found at a rock concert. For
example, the constant encouragement to “get your hands
up” and “everybody jump on
the count of three.” There is
also a myriad of F-words and a
weird, almost disturbing rant by
McCracken on life and love.
Other highlights on the album sprinkled amongst a few disappointing tracks
are the songs “Taste of Ink” and “All
That I’ve Got.” These songs are catchy,
but not too catchy in an annoying teenybopper way. They show off the band’s
versatile talents, while incorporating just
enough edginess.
The DVD portion of the two-disc set is
entertaining, a little bizarre and there is a
gross-out moment when McCracken and
a buddy eat each other’s snot.
Complete with band member nudity,
girls making out, drunken behavior and
of course, more F-words, the DVD is hilarious at some points.
Director Nick Lambrou makes an effort to illustrate that although the guys
goof around and at times are out of control, deep down they love making music
and are so lucky to be able to do what
they love for a living.
This is an obvious attempt to allow whoever is watching to really connect on the same level with
a famous rock band.

SEAN RICHARDS
SPECIAL TO THE DAILY

PHOTO BY ZACH BEECHER/
PHOTO EDITOR

The DVD also includes the band performing a live concert of the songs included on the CD, and a Q&A with the
band members.
After listening to the CD and watching
the DVD it is clear that the lyrics of many
of the songs are full of personal stories and
life experiences that hold a deep meaning
for the band members and their dedicated
fans. McCracken is able to perform the
songs with overwhelming expression.
If you like bands such as Linkin
Park, My Chemical Romance and AFI
then “Berth” is a solid choice to add to
your musical collection. If you do not
like ear-piercing screaming or are offended by vulgar language, then avoid
this CD.

UNDERGRADUATE

Online Courses Available
Core Courses Available
$230 Per Unit

Santa Clara
University

SESSIONS

1 June 21–July 27 (5 weeks)
2 July 30–September 5 (5 weeks)
3 Three-week sessions begin June 18
One year of general chemistry, organic
chemistry, or physics in nine weeks

Class schedule available online now

2007 SUMMER PROGRAM

Open Enrollment
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JOSH WEAVER

Andrew Reilly’s exhibit
attracts the dreamers
Have you ever had a dream of a
life so beautiful and so unfamiliar
that it could only be possible for
someone else?
One that left you nostalgic for
a life you missed? Can we escape
ourselves in favor of something
new, or are the possibilities narrowing?
These are the kind of questions
evoked by artist Andrew Reilly in his
newest exhibit titled, “Really Gonna
Change.” It opens today in Gallery III of
the San Jose State University Art building.
Walking in, you’ll notice one side of
the wall is painted as a dreamy blue sky
and clouds. This is the presiding theme
of the show, which combines a collection
of photographs, writings and video work.
Each exudes a sort of longing for our
own ideals, represented by these clouds in
a blue sky — the backdrop for most of
Reilly’s work.
A video projects on to one wall, in front
of that appears questions and phrases
in red letters, causing you to mourn for
what is absent from your life. “Do you feel
lonely?” “Don’t just sit there,” “Make the
call,” and the video continues with a series of these bittersweet phrases.
Next to the video, in frames on the
wall, are several curious collections of
business cards. Absent from the business
cards are any phone numbers or typical
professional information.
They give only a simple description of
a soul: like “man on the verge of tears,”

written in front of a background of blue
sky and clouds.
There’s a kind of humor when you
imagine people exchanging these business cards with one another. And a kind
of beautiful idea is presented here: that
people have these assumed identities that
they’re forced to present and adhere to.
Yet beyond these in each of us are dreams
for much more than our limited roles.
On the opposite side of the gallery is a
lonely paragraph stenciled onto transparent paper. Its an odd cry for love Reilly
found on the Internet, from craigslist.
org “Missed Connections” forum, where
lonely souls who missed an opportunity to
meet one another in real life search desperately for each other online.
Is our modern culture promoting love
and assisting our dreams, or isolating us
in fantasies and removing us from what
we really want?
Stenciled on another paper is “Angelina and Brad, 12 pages of new pics that
prove that romance is real.”
Overall, this a beautiful show that
questions the crazy roles we play in society versus, what we truly want out of
life, like the song “Elenor Rigby” by the
Beatles.
I recommend checking it out. You can
see Reilly’s work at www.andrwareilly.com

The White
Cube
review

SJSU’s 150 th Anniversary
Deans’ Speaker Series:
Silicon Valley
Leaders Symposium

California’s Educational Challenges
and Opportunities “Llego el Agua”

8

Dr. David P. López
President,
National Hispanic University

MAR

thursday
Noon to 1:00 pm
Room 189
Engineering Building
Auditorium

For more information contact
Dr. Ahmed Hambaba,
Associate Dean of Graduate
and Extended Studies,
College of Engineering:
ahmed.hambaba@sjsu.edu

www.engr.sjsu.edu

www.scu.edu/summer

scusummer@scu.edu

408.554.4833
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‘Jersey Boys’ isn’t a crying shame
KEVIN RAND
STAFF WRITER

Theater
review

PHOTO BY KEVIN RAND/ STAFF WRITER

If today was a day in the 1960s, this
review might be about the real-life pop
singing group, Frankie Valli and the
Four Seasons — known for its highpitched numbers such as “Sherri,” and
“Big Girls Don’t Cry.”
Now, some 40 years after the
group’s emergence, “Jersey Boys,”
the Broadway musical story about the
Four Seasons, is currently showing at
the Curran Theatre in San Francisco.
I forked up the money for a ticket and
saw the show on Friday, Feb. 23.
I should say that when I sat down to
watch the show, I did not know that it
won the Tony Award for best musical
in 2006. I didn’t even know who the
Four Seasons really were. My only expectation coming in was, “this better be
good” because I had spent some hardearned financial-aid dollars for a seat.
The show chronicled the unlikely
rise of four young men from New Jersey who began singing on street corners
and in bowling alleys. The dialogue
that brought their tale to life was almost
always very funny or entertaining.
The distinct East Coast accents and
attitudes captured the 1960s malt-shop
and jukebox feeling which a lot of us
can only experience by watching TV.
Deven May, who played Tommy
DeVito, the unofficial leader and manager of the Four Seasons, epitomized
the quintessential tough guy, complete
with the leather jacket and slick hairdo.
DeVito and his brother Nick, played
by Michael Ingersoll, began the musical with an account of their struggle to
create a four-man singing group.
The DeVitos discovered the teen-

age Frankie Valli, played by Christopher Kale Jones, who brought the distinct falsetto, female-like voice to the
group. The acquisition of producer/
songwriter, Bobby Gaudio, played by
the tall Erich Bergen, rounded out the
The Four Seasons.
The dialogue, which was only spoken, not sung, throughout the show was
met with spot-on renditions of the Four
Seasons’ hits. I was brought back to a
time and place I had never lived when
the four of them “debuted” the tunes,
“Sherri,” “Walk Like a Man,” and “Big
Girls Don’t Cry” in succession.
I listened to a Four Seasons album
the day after the show, and honestly, I
could not tell the difference.
Some members of the audience rose
to their feet more than once, applauding
the very talented foursome.
The sub stories that marked the career of the Four Seasons also translated
well on stage. The touring road trips,
the flocks of beautiful female groupies
and the financial difficulties, caused
by Tommy DeVito’s compulsive gambling, made for a riveting storyline.
I also learned an interesting tidbit
of trivia. Actor Joe Pesci, who was portrayed by the hilarious and squeakyvoiced Rick Faugno, introduced Bobby Gaudio to the original three group
members.
“That was Joe Pesci,” said Tommy
DeVito when “Joey” left the stage. “Yes,
that Joe Pesci,” he finished, and the audience laughed when they probably realized that the distinct whine did indeed
belong to the famed actor’s character.
So why did I, a 25-year-old student,
enjoy a musical that might seem only
fit for the baby boomer generation?
The combination of the engaging actors with the 20 or so singing perfor-

mances made for a show that I believe
crossed all generational lines.
Each member of the Four Seasons
spoke to the crowd, literally. They narrated between and during the scenes
to bring the audience close to their experience.
In one scene, Bobby Gaudio interrupted the action by giving his thoughts about
a soon-coming “intimate” and first-time
encounter with one the groupies. His usually confident demeanor reduced to that
of a shy, innocent boy before his inevitable big moment with an aggressive girl.
Aside from the actual story, the
songs were just well done. I recognized six or seven of the performances
like “You’re Just to Good to be True”
and “Short Shorts.” But after hearing every song I understand why the
Four Seasons were once, and are once
again, a big hit.
“Jersey Boys,” the musical, was
originally slated to run in to the month
of February, said Christopher Kale
Jones, the actor who portrayed Frankie
Valli. Jones said the show will now be
in town for another two months because of its immense popularity.
“We all have a great time,” Jones
said while standing outside of the theater after the performance. “We’re really blessed with this show.”
I stood outside of the theater after the
musical to observe the 50 or so fans that
were buzzing about the performance.
Audience member, Renee Bryant, 54,
said, “It was like reliving the ‘60s again.
It was just such good, infectious fun.”
I have to echo her sentiment, except that for me, it was like living the
‘60s for the first time. I recommend
“Jersey Boys” to anyone who wants to
feel a true blast from the past on a high
note.
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Student creates new dance club
YAEL REED WACHSPRESS
STAFF WRITER

Kate Steaben, a junior at San Jose State University majoring in public relations, has recently
formed a club called The Dance Group, which
is a new dance team at SJSU.
“I’m doing this for the school and everyone
else,” Steaben said.
In order to launch a new group or club at
SJSU, students have to go through Student Involvement inside Clark Hall. Steaben has been
working with Amanda Carlton, coordinator of
Student Organization Development, in order
to get her group recognized. Steaben is in the
process of getting paperwork signed and is currently looking for a program advisor.
“I think that Kate’s approach to this is very
tasteful,” Carlton said. “She really has been doing this all on her own.”
Aside from the spirit squad and marching
band, SJSU hasn’t had an official dance team
since the previous dance team was cut in 2005.
About 30 women tried out for the new dance
team in February. Twelve made the cut, and
they plan to begin performing choreographed
routines at sporting events.
The athletic department could not be reached
to comment as to whether or not the team will
officially perform during games.
Vanessa Carvalho, a junior double majoring in liberal studies and communications, who
made the team, was still attending SJSU when it
had the previous dance team.
“I think that bringing back a dance group/
team is a smart idea,” Carvalho said in an email. “It shows that there are students out there
that care and have a passion for performing
dance.”

According to Steaben the goal of the dance
group is to promote Spartan pride and education, through expressive creativity, artistic integrity and physical expression.
Some of the goals that Steaben also has for
the dance group is putting on dance events on
campus, separate from sporting events.
Steaben said her plans for the new dance
team are to share her love of dance with those
who can appreciate it.
“It’s an essential part of life,” Steaben said.
“Everyone should dance.”
“This new group will make a positive impact on SJSU students because we have a very
spirited group,” Carvalho said in an e-mail.
“Many people go to see the dancers at the
games as well so it will always help with school
spirit.”
Steaben, who talks enthusiastically about
her project, said she would like the dance team
to be more contemporary. Although all of
the dance moves will be pre-choreographed,
Steaben said she would like to “spruce things
up” and “add a little flavor to the name of
dance.”
She said she would like to incorporate hiphop inspired dance moves into the choreography — just “not as flashy” Steaben said.
“You can’t learn hip-hop,” Steaben said. “It’s
more freestyle.”
Steaben even intends to collaborate with
the group of break-dancers who are often seen
practicing their moves in front of the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Library.
Steaben said she would like to convey the
need for dance as an outlet for people to express
themselves and that the dance group was created for all to enjoy.
“I hope to get people involved and excited
and to put on a decent show,” Steaben said.
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Meteorology dept. creates
new green guidelines
QUANG DO
STAFF WRITER

San Jose State University’s meteorology department
has a curriculum that focuses on the sky and atmosphere but the department is also aware of the carbon
footprints that humans leave behind, said Eugene Cordero about the effects of waste and the planet’s future.
Cordero, assistant professor of meteorology, said
that the department is doing something about the
carbon footprints, which is the amount of waste
that humans produce in a lifetime that comes from
carbon emissions of vehicle transportation, the
amount of electricity used and disposable trash —
such as plastic utilities and also organic waste that
could dissolve back into the earth if the disposal is
done properly.
“Everything that comes from the planet should be
able to go back into it,” Cordero said about the waste
generated.
The meteorology department is trying new techniques that would help the planet’s future to become a
more sustainable place to live, Cordero said.
“People need to remember to turn off the lights
when they leave a room,” said Jindra Goodman, a
meteorology professor who said the waste reduction
task is that easy.
Recycling paper, cans and bottles is one of the
larger areas of waste reduction that is practiced,
Cordero said, but the meteorology department will
try something new with organic waste this semester.
The meteorology department plans to have multiple
trays of earthworms in an experiment to process the decomposition of organic waste such as banana peels, on
one of the upper levels of Duncan Hall, Cordero said.
“We plan on making our own fertilizer,” Cordero
said about the patches of grass that surround the Dun-

can Hall building, which could also be used to harvest
food if the fertilizer were used for that purpose.
“When (the meteorology department) have conferences we use these biodegradable utensils made from
corn and potato,” Cordero said about alternatives to
using plastic forks and spoons.
The biodegradable utilities that Cordero has will
turn into a liquid-like substance over time and back
into the earth after it gets disposed.

“People need to remember to turn off the
lights when they leave a room.”
-Jindra Goodman, meteorology professor
Cordero also mentioned the biodegradable cup
and takeout box that he had, which was made from
the waste material of sugar canes.
“Styrofoam and plastic (material) remain in the
landfills for hundreds of years ... the waste is not organic,” Cordero said about the decaying process of
organic materials.
Cordero is the coordinator of the meteorology
department’s Green Department Guidelines, which is
an outline available on the department’s Web site that
suggests ideas on how to setup a recycling center in
the buildings around campus and offers ideas on how
to reduce waste.
“I didn’t know that,” said Crystal Han about the
guidelines, a sophomore majoring in animation and
taking a class in meteorology.
Cordero said that the meteorology department
hopes to become the first academic department that
is certified by the Green Business Program of Santa
Clara County.

Lawsuit- Ex-employee alleges discrimination Podcast- Attendance may become an issue
Continued from page 1

In his lawsuit, Xu claims supervisors slowly reassigned Xu’s
employees to other projects, took
away his computer resources and
froze the budget that he used to
manage. Xu was given unpaid
suspensions twice, for 65 days total, and was eventually demoted
to the position of information
technology consultant.
Xu alleges that former College of Business Dean David
Conrath called Xu a racial slur
during an argument on July 29,
2004. Conrath retired in 2005
and could not be reached for
comment Monday.
Xu also alleges his former supervisor, Timothy Hill, “yelled”
at Xu on Sept. 26, 2005 after
hearing Xu speaking Mandarin
Chinese on the phone. Hill allegedly banned Xu from speaking
Chinese at work, according to the
lawsuit.
In 2003, Hill required Xu to
become fluent in English, accord-

ing to the lawsuit. Hill also allegedly pressured Xu to retire early,
saying he was too old to stay upto-date on new technology, according to the lawsuit.
Hill, who now works as the interim chair of the management
information systems department

“From my heart, I do
not want to sue
the university.”
-Xhi-Xue Xu,
former computer
consultant
at the College of Business, was
out of the office and unavailable
for comment Monday.
“From my heart, I do not want
to sue the university,” Xu said
Monday. “I love San Jose State
University and the California
State University (system).”

Xu said he would be willing to
drop his lawsuit if the university
would reverse his two unpaid suspensions and erase them from his
employment record. Xu said he is
not interested in suing the school
for money.
The university has filed a request with the judge to drop Xu’s
lawsuit because his claims are incorrectly alleged, said Eric Shiu,
an attorney representing the university.
In a separate and unrelated
lawsuit, Nehanda Imara, the former associate director of Academic Services, claims she was
fired after complaining to the
university that her supervisor,
Wallace Sutherland, was creating
a hostile work environment and
was discriminating against her because of her race and sex. Imara
is a black woman.
Imara was fired in November
2004, after working at the university for nearly 15 years. She could
not be reached for comment
Monday. Sutherland no longer
works for the university.

Fees- CFA says fee increase has no bearing
Continued from page 1

about paying more.”
But in all actuality, the CFA really has no authority on student
fee increases.
“We have no structural or legal
mechanism to apply pressure on
the administration vis a vis student fees,” said Jonathan Karpf,
chair of the CFA strike organizing committee and a lecturer of
anthropology, adding that there
is no linkage of student fees and
faculty salaries. “Student fees do
not go to pay faculty.”
Karpf said that all the CFA
can do is put the student fee issue
in the forefront of its own issues in
hopes of affecting public opinion
and the legislature.
“I almost feel like fees are high,
but they’re not that high,” said
Ryan Smith, a senior majoring in
political science. “Ideally it would

be cool if they could settle both
and have the fee thing taken care
of and the teachers get fair pay. I
would rather have the teachers get
fair pay than nothing.”

“Student fees do not go to
pay faculty.”
-Jonathan Karpf, chair of
CFA strike committee
According to Cara, the problem isn’t about coming up with
the money to pay faculty.
“Our position has been all
along for years that there’s
enough money in the budget for
the CSU to take care of their
faculty without raising fees,”
Cara said. “I think the adminis-

tration and this Chancellor like
to tie that in, they like to say that
somehow our faculty salaries are
dependent on fee increases, but
that’s just not so.”
Che Angkham, a senior majoring in anthropology and vice president of Associated Students, said
the views of the students and faculty in the CSU system are clashing with CSU Chancellor Charles
B. Reed.
“Chancellor Reed, I would argue,” Angkham said, “has not always supported students and faculty throughout his tenure.”
CSU spokesman Paul Browning disagrees.
“I think that’s incorrect,”
Browning said. “I’ve never met
anyone who cared more about students and the faculty than Chancellor Reed. He’s always working
in the best interest of especially
the students.”

Continued from page 1

Caitlin Allmen, a freshman
majoring in art, said that podcasting lectures can create attendance
problems.
“I guess I am more against it
than for it because it would only
encourage students to skip class
more often,” Allmen said. “If they
can just make it up online then
what is the point of even going to
class except on the exam days?”
Christopher Ficke, a junior majoring in English, said that online
lectures would not create an improved learning environment.
“Not in the least,” Ficke said.
“Students resist going to class

enough as it is. Putting lectures
online will only make the situation
worse.”

“Todayʼs student is all about
laziness and
procrastination.”
-Christopher Ficke,
junior, English
Ficke added that current students’ attitudes are already a substantial issue.
“Today’s student is all about la-

ziness and procrastination — sad
but true,” he said.
However, Riley said that students are already situated to improve their education experience
based on the technology many posses right now.
“We are living in a digital age,”
Riley said. “Many students already
carry cell phones capable of media-rich technologies ranging from
voice, audio, video and images.”
“The faculty is very appreciative of the excellent classes that
are being offered,” said Mary Fran
Breiling, interim associate director
of academic technology. “And they
are excited about being able to provide additional learning resources
to students.”
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‘Apprentice’ winner to give talk
Fourth season champ hands out business strategies
SAMIE HARTLEY
STAFF WRITER

Randal Pinkett, season four winner of NBC’s
“The Apprentice,” will be on campus tonight to
share his thoughts about starting a business while
still in college.
Pinkett, who is passing through San Jose to promote his new book “Campus CEO: The Student
Entrepreneur’s Guide to Launching a Multimillion
Dollar Business,” will discuss how he started a business while he was still a student. The presentation,
the kickoff for the West Coast portion of his book
tour, will take place at the Barrett Ballroom in the
Student Union at 7 p.m.
Tahnee Hoggard, a freshman majoring in child
development, said she doesn’t watch shows such as
“The Apprentice,” but she thinks students should attend Pinkett’s lecture.
“If he won, he must know what he’s talking
about,” Hoggard said.
Jamila Manuel, a junior majoring in finance,
said she would attend Pinkett’s presentation, but she
won’t be on campus.
“I would go since I am a finance major,” Manuel
said. “He was on ‘The Apprentice,’ so he knows what
is like to start a business. I would go to hear about his
insight on the business world.”
Pinkett said he is looking forward to visiting San
Jose State University.
“I know the school, and the entire region in fact,
is filled with ambitious entrepreneurs and aspiring entrepreneurs,” Pinkett said. “I hope to share
my experiences — building a successful business
while maintaining a focus on schoolwork and subsequently winning ‘The Apprentice’ and working
for (Donald) Trump — and hear about students’
ventures.”
Pinkett’s book was released last month, said Kelly
Fusion, marketing manager for the San Jose and

Santa Clara Kaplan Center, the book’s publisher.
Fusion said Pinkett will address topics covered in
his book such as the keys to maintaining a healthy
balance between work and school, the things students should consider before starting a business and
the seven myths about entrepreneurships.
According to an excerpt from Pinkett’s book, a
young entrepreneur doesn’t have to have a lot of
money to get a business going and his or her grades
don’t have to suffer in the process.
Victoria Grantham, Pinkett’s communications
consultant on behalf of Kaplan Publishing, said
Pinkett was able to balance work and school while
maintaining a high grade point average and graduating from college debt free.
According to Pinkett’s Web site, he got his entrepreneurial start by selling compact discs and cassette
tapes out of his dorm room as part of MBS Enterprises, a business he co-founded.
That business evolved, and he founded MBS
Educational Services & Training in 1997 when he
was a student at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Eric Lee, a senior majoring in marketing, said
Pinkett is an inspiration to young entrepreneurs.
“Simply put — he has been there,” Lee said. “He
has risen to the top and is a testament that dedication and right purpose can get you everywhere. He is
a tremendously driven, successful and accomplished
individual.”
Lee, who has a copy of Pinkett’s new book, said
Pinkett’s speaking engagement is sponsored by San
Jose State’s Entrepreneurial Society, an organization
Lee is a member of.
“The Entrepreneurial Society is a student organization dedicated to nurturing a human network
of exceptional, disciplined visionaries, young professionals and the business leaders of tomorrow,” Lee
said.
Pinkett’s speech is part of the Entrepreneurial
Society’s Eminent Speaker Series, Lee said.
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Quick facts
on Randal
Pinkett
• Beat out 17 people to
be chosen by Donald
Trump as winner of
Season Four of
“The Apprentice”
• Holds five academic
degrees
• Helped found his first
business in 1993 at
age 22
• 2005 Rutgers
African-American
Alumni Alliance Hall of
Fame Inductee
• Next book, “Black
Faces in Whites Places:
10 Steps for AfricanAmericans to Redefine
the Game” is scheduled
to be in bookstores later
this year.
** Information from
www.randalpinkett.com

Bill- CSU benefits questioned
Continued from page 1

submit detailed reports of the funding levels of all of its employees.
“This is a way for us to make sure
that the scarce resources are being
spent where they should be,” he said,
“which is educating the students, and
not on excessive compensation packages for the top executives.”
Martinez said he wasn’t sure if
CSU executives broke any laws or
violated CSU policy in any way
by receiving these compensation
packages. However, he was sure
that by doing so, the board has
bred mistrust.
“When we have these kinds of
things happen and when they happen in the dark of night, it really
makes the public wonder if we’re
doing what’s in their best interest,”
Martinez said.
He said the bill is about rebuilding public trust.
Alice Sunshine, a representative
from the California Faculty Association, said the bill comes in response
to a series of articles published by the
San Francisco Chronicle in July revealed all the practices in question.
The two-day series written by
Jim Doyle and published on July
17 and 18 found that two former
executives took “paid transition
leaves,” earning six-figure salaries
for a whole year after leaving their
positions without obligation to return; three executives with limited
or no university teaching experience were granted future tenured
positions; and at least five former
campus presidents have remained
on university payrolls earning sixfigure salaries for a year or more
after their departure.
The Chronicle reported that the
former presidents earned these salaries by engaging in special projects
that required no “end product” or
written report.
Martinez agreed that the media
was responsible for bringing the issue to the surface.
“If it weren’t for the press and
their diligence in investigating this
issue, I think we could still be in the
dark when it comes to the compensation packages at the CSU,” Martinez said.
According to Martinez, one of
the most controversial issues the bill
addresses is the elimination of what
Assemblyman Portantino’s press re-

lease called “ghost professorships.”
He said the term applies to CSU
executives who received pay as
professors even though they never
taught a class.
Mwei, the chemical engineering student, said he doesn’t like the
prospect that executives might be
paid for “ghost professorships.”
“I think it’s a rip-off for the taxpayer, like myself,” Mwei said of
the accusation that executives were
paid teachers salaries but were not
required to teach any classes.
Mwei said he would feel much
more comfortable if he knew the
taxes he pays to the state are actually going toward his education instead of lining the pockets of CSU
executives.
Ehtisham Hassan, a senior majoring in electrical engineering,
thinks the board shouldn’t have to
make its meetings public.
He said he thinks it is acceptable
for executives to receive compensation for ghost professorships so long
as they help better the educational
process in some way.
“As long as they’re helping the
cause,” he said. “If they’re building
labs, if they’re doing this or that to
enable us to have a better education, that’s a plus.”
But Sunshine, the California
Faculty Association spokeswoman,
said she isn’t so sure that the individuals who were paid as ghost
professors did anything at all.
“The response you would get,”
Sunshine said, “if you told one of
our faculty members that these executives had done something for
the university is, ‘OK, that’s fine.
Let’s see the work they’ve done.’”
Paul Browning, a media relations specialist for the CSU Chancellor’s office, said in a March 2nd
e-mail that the proposed legislation
is unnecessary.
“There are no ‘ghost professorships,’” Browning wrote. “The
CSU Board of Trustees if very
transparent and public. All Board
meetings adhere to CSU policy,
and the CSU is always fully willing
to work with the legislature in examining its procedures.”
According to a representative
from Assemblyman Portantino’s
office, since the bill needs to be in
print for 30 days before it can be
voted on, no hearing date has been
set yet. The bill is expected to be
heard on March 27 or April 17.

Drug- Made ‘schedule II’ class
Continued from page 1

“I gave it to my friend once,
when he wanted to stay up all
night,” said Micah Del Buono, a
23-year-old student at De Anza
College who was diagnosed with
attention deficit disorder.
Shire Pharmaceuticals Group
makes Adderall XR another medication for the treatment of ADHD
and attention deficit disorder.
“People can get their hands on
Adderall if they think they need
it,” Del Buono said. “I found out I
had ADD when I took tests in high
school and my psychiatrist recommended it. It seems like doctors
just try to push it on you. I think
the doctors are abusing giving out
prescriptions.”
Some people think mental disorders, like attention deficit hyperactivity disorder or attention deficit
disorder, are hard to diagnose and
therefore can lead to the misuse of
prescribed stimulants.
“Mental health is based upon
what you say,” said Cory Reyes, a
senior majoring in political science.
“When you go to a clinic, they believe you because they want to help
you, but there is no test to diagnose.
You can’t draw blood for it.”
According to Shire, Vyvanse is
a time-released drug that disperses
its main ingredient, d-amphetamine, slowly.
The original developer of
Vyvanse, New River Pharmaceuti-

cals said in a press release that the
FDA advises the drug be classified as
a Schedule II controlled substance.
Schedule II drugs are considered
by the Drug Enforcement Administration to have a high probability
for abuse according to a DEA congressional testimony.
“I was great because I got a euphoric high and the doctors gave
it to me when I wanted it,” Reyes
said. “When I started getting in
trouble with the law I asked them
what was going on and they told
me I was on a stimulant and they
began to weed me off of dextroamphetamine.”
A Schedule II classification
would place Vyvanse in a group
with two other attention deficit hyperactivity disorder drugs, Adderall and Ritalin.
Other Schedule II drugs are
methamphetamine, opium and cocaine according to the DEA.
“Tell the psychiatrists some
sob story and they will give it to
you, anyone can get their hands
on pure clean dope,” Reyes said.
“The more prescriptions they
give, the more incentives they get
from the pharmaceutical companies.”
To some, the need for medication for attention disorders is not
an easy choice they need to make.
“I just see an effect, I perform
better, when I was in school I was
more aware, but I don’t feel dependent,” Del Buono said.
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Volunteer listens in Student Union
MEGAN WOOD

“People tend to be put off by religious things
on the table … students’ needs are so great,
we’re not here to push religion,” Clifton-Vizvary said.
She also emphasized that they do not necessarily offer advice to students but rather empower them to make decisions and choices based on
their personal needs.
“She gives me great insight and direction on
how to approach difficult decisions,” Manuel
Villegas, a graduate student studying Spanish,
said.
Clifton-Vizvary said her goal was that by
highlighting students’ choices it will empower
them and give them the confidence they need
to approach situations with a clear and sound
mind to make decisions.
“I consider her a great friend — she is experienced and knows how to help me make

STAFF WRITER

Some know her as the crazy peanut lady,
while others know her as the listening lady.
“I’d like to think of myself as a campus
mother, aunt, sister, friend to SJSU students,”
Trudi Clifton-Vizvary, volunteer for the Listening Post, said.
As a part of a national project for mental
health awareness, San Jose State University’s
student organization sjspirit.org funds the Listening Post, stationed in the Student Union as a
resource for students.
Although funded and sponsored by an Episcopal church, the Listening Post focuses on
mental health and the psychological wellbeing
of college students rather than religion.

choices in life,” said Nhung Hoang, a freshman
majoring in nursing.
Hoang’s friends had volunteered for the Listening Post and it was then that she learned
what it was all about and decided to keep coming back.
“Last week she brought me yummy food left
over from Chinese New Year,” Clifton–Vizvary
said about Hoang.
The life of a college student is riddled with
stress and difficulties, Clifton–Vizvary said. She
emphasized the importance for students to have
an un-biased person to talk to about their problems and issues that they’re dealing with.
“It helps to have someone who is objective
— neutral, that you can tell anything and there
will not be repercussions later in the relationship,” Clifton–Vizvary said.
“If you notice, everyone is rushing in their
own direction, no one stops to interact … you
can talk to someone on the phone, but are they
really listening, do they understand?” Manuel
Villegas said. “That is why she is such a valuable
person to have.”
Listening Posts are a national project and can
be found in places such as grocery store parking
lots, airports and shopping malls as well as college campuses nationwide.
“I can’t wait to come here in the morning. I
love this job and the students stay with me even
when I go home … I think of them and I worry
about the ones that deal with heavy life matters.
The students, they touch me,” Clifton–Vizvary
said.
The Listening Post is on campus Mondays,
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
on the main level of the Student Union.
Students interested in volunteering for the
Listening Post can contact www.sjspirit.org or
stop by the Listening Post.

PHOTOS BY LAUREN SAGAR/ STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

ABOVE: Trudi Clifton-Vizvary, a volunteer, listens to Seychelle Martinez, a senior
majoring in sociology, at the Listening Post right inside the south door of the
Student Union on Feb.27. LEFT: Seychelle Martinez, a senior majoring in sociology,
talks with Trudi Clifton-Vizary, a volunteer at the Listening Post on Feb.27.

CLASSIFIEDS
Submit and Pay for your Classifieds Online with the convenience of a credit card. Questions on how to place your classified? Call 408.924.3277

EMPLOYMENT
LIFE SKILLS
COACH

NOW HIRING! Upbeat, fun
work environ. teaching basic
life skills to developmentally
disabled adults in their home
and community. Work around
your school sched. FT/
PT in San Jose and Santa
Clara/Alameda Counties.
Hourly rate + MILEAGE
REIMBUR$EMENT ($12.67+
Per Hour effective rate!).
CONTACT US TODAY! at
personnel@cypressils.net or
fax to 408-216-7042.
EASTER SEALS seeks
Lifeguards, Instructional Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists,
part or full time in San Jose
(Bascom & Moorpark). Flex
hours/ days, Mon-Sat. Call
Tiago@408 295-0228. Send
resume to
jobs@esba.org or fax to 408
275-9858. $11-$15/ hour.
DOE.
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K8th school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare, PT, PMs. No ECE units
req’d. Previous childcare exp.
a must. Please call 248-2464
SITTERS WANTED. $10
or more per hour. Register
FREE for jobs at
www.student-sitters.com.

LEADERS/COUNSLR/INSTRCT P/ T positions available for school hours and
after-school hours.
Need car & have experience
working with youth.
Call 408-287-4170,
ext. 221 or 237
AAE/ EOP
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant, Toddler & Preschool
Teachers & Aides. FT& PT
positions avail. Substitute
positions are also avail that
offer ﬂex hrs. ECE units are
req’d for teacher positions
but not req’d for Aide positions. Excellent opportunity
for Child Develop majors.
Call Cathy for an interview@
244-1968 X16 or fax res. to
248-7433
WEEKEND EMPLOYMENT
Camp Counselors needed
for a residential camp serving
children and adults with disabilities. If you are interested in a challenging and
rewarding experience, visit
www.viaservices.org or call
(408)243-7861
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party
rental business. Perfect for
students. Earn up to $250
every weekend. Must have
reliable truck or van., Heavy
lifting is required.
408 292-7876

VALET PARKERS WANTED
School is in session. Are you
looking for a part-time job
that is ﬂexible with your busy
school schedule while making good money? Well, look
no further. Corinthian Parking
Services is looking for valet
attendants to ﬁll positions
at local malls and private
events.
Requirements:
* Must be at least 21 yrs old
* Must have a valid CA Class
C license
* Must provide CLEAN DMV
driving record
* MUST be responsible, wellgroomed and punctual
* MUST HAVE PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE
If this is you, please call
408-981-5894 for interview.
PART TIME TELLER
WANTED Cash Plus needs
part-time tellers in San Jose
on Meridian, 2 blocks south
of Hamilton. Flexible hours,
must have great customer
relation skills. 2 weeks training in Sunnyvale req. Starting
$10.00/hr. e-mail
archer@cashplus.cc or come
in and apply. 1712 Meridian
Ste. H San Jose 95125
ARTIST STUDIO NEEDS
general help. Computer
skills & ability to use a saw &
hammer a plus. Steady work.
Close to SJSU. FT/ PT. Flex
hrs. Ed (408) 984-4020

CLASSIFIED AD RATE INFORMATION
Each line averages 25 spaces. Each letter, number,
punctuation mark, and space is formatted into an ad line. The
first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra
charge up to 20 spaces. A minimum of three lines is required.
Deadline is 10:00 am , 2-weekdays prior to publication.
MINIMUM THREE LINE CLASSIFIED AD:
DAYS: 1
2
3
4
RATE: $10.00 $15.00 $20.00 $25.00
$2.50 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER THE THIRD LINE.
$3.00 EACH ADDITIONAL DAY.
• RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY. •ALL ADS
ARE PREPAID.
• NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS.

COMPUTER-SAVVY PERSON to assist art & book
dealer.
Must have oganiz, skills.
10 ﬂex hrs. $150
(408)741-8621

WORK W/ DISABLED KIDS

P/T, afternoons 2-5:00 (ﬂexible), 4 miles fm campus, will
train, reliable transportation a
must, $14/hr. (408)926-3944
EARN $2500+ MONTHLY
and more to type simple ads
online.
www.DataEntryTypers.com
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS PART TIME OPENINGS
$17.70 BASE-appt.
Vector, the company for
students, has part-time openings available for customer
sales/ service. The positions
offer numerous unique beneﬁts for students:
*HIGH STARTING PAY
*FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
*Internships possible
*All majors may apply
*Scholarships awarded
*Some conditions apply
*No experience necessary
*Training provided
Earn income & gain experience! Watch for us on-campus throughout the semester
or CALL 866-1100 9am-5pm
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu

SPARTAN DAILY
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
FAX:
408.924.3282
EMAIL:
spsartandailyads@casa.sjsu.edu

ONLINE:
www.thespartandaily.com

FREQUENCY DISCOUNT: 40+ consecutive issues: 10%
discount
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 10% discount. Ads must be
placed in person in DBH 209 from 10 AM or 3PM.
STUDENT ID REQUIRED. Rate applies to student’s
individual ads only. Not intended for businesses and/or
other persons. Frequency discount does not apply.
DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor is there any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist
of paid advertising and offers are not approved or verified by the newspaper. Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for additional information. Classified readers should be reminded that, when making these further contacts, they should require complete
information before sending money for goods or services. In addition, readers should carefully investigate all firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

INTERNET STARTUP Website marketing dining ideas
and deals beyond a directory
listing. Outgoing persons for
recruiting dining accounts.
Commission & equity compensations and invaluable
experience. Flex work - Req
phone and trans.
jobs@redclams.com

FOR RENT
SJSU INTERNATIONAL
HOUSE *One block to
campus
*US & Internat’l students
*Safe/ friendly/ home-like
*Intercultural experience
*Computer lab, study room &
student kitchen
*Wireless internet access
*Assigned parking (fee)
One semester contract
Apply now! sjsu.edu/ihouse
360 S. 11th St. 924-6570

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
for your paper or dissertation.
Experienced. Efﬁcient. Exact.
Familiar with APA & Chicago
styles. ESL is a specialty.
Grace@ (831) 252-1108 or
Evagrace@aol.com or visit
www.gracenotesediting.com

NEED CPR CERTIFICATION?

$45 SPECIAL for SJSU
students w/ ID. Training at
your location or ours. Adult/
Child/ Infant CPR, First Aid,
BLS for Healthcare Providers, Pediatric (EMSA) for
Childcare Providers. Call
(408) 420-6483 or
(408) 416-1607. Email--fastcprclass@gmail.com Get
your cards the same day!

OPPORTUNITIES
GLAMOUR/ART MODELS Female models for
natural-light glamour and
art photography. Will train.
(408)247-8779

WANTED
$ SPERM DONORS
NEEDED $ Up to $900 /
month. - Palo Alto. Healthy
MEN, wanted for California
Cryobank’s
sperm donor program.
APPLY ONLINE:
www.spermbank.com

